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CATHEGORY: Lysosomal disorders: Pompe
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INTRODUCTION: Infantile Onset Pompe disease (IOPD) is a lysosomal glycogenosis due to deficiency of
acid maltase enzyme with multisystemic involvement manifested mainly by hypotonia, hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, respiratory problems, and hepatomegaly. Early enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with
recombinant human rhGAA improves symptoms, survival, and quality of life; many children treated with
rhGAA develop antibodies, making therapy difficult, requiring immunosuppression. The immune response
is due to the lack of the enzyme defined as cross-reactive immune status (CRIM). CRIM- have a complete
absence and greater risk than CRIM+ and maybe more immune sensitive to ERT, due to previous
exposure to the enzyme, however, 1/3 of CRIM+ can develop a high level of antibodies handle with
personalized management strategies. OBJECTIVE: Show experience with immunosuppression and ERT in
one of our patients. MATERIAL AND METHODS: Diagnostic, clinical and therapeutic description. CASE
REPORT: Male, 4 months old. Parents’ first-born, low socioeconomic status and teenager mother.
Admitted for respiratory distress. Physical examination shows generalized hypotonia, macroglossia,
hepatomegaly 4cms below the coastal ridge. Creatinine phosphokinase at 1,195 (normal range 55-170).
EKG, chest X-ray and ECHO showed evidence of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Pompe disease suspected
and confirmed by decreased activity of the enzyme, pathological molecular study (p. Arg854X-
homozygosity) and CRIM -. Before diagnosis and immunogenicity condition, immunosuppression and ERT,
started under the Duke University scheme and informed consent with rhGAA, rituximab, methotrexate,
and immunoglobulin with hematological, biochemical and immunological monitoring. Treatment can be
applied for 8 weeks with tolerance and slight cardiovascular improvement, motor and liver involution,
despite continuous respiratory infectious processes. The patient died from aspiration.DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSION: Of the five patients with IOPD in our center, only in this case we could implement ERT
with immunosuppression, others arrived in serious condition. The experience allowed us to see the
effectiveness of ERT with immunosuppression in CRIMs. Early diagnostic and therapeutic approaches
have a positive impact on the survival and progression of the disease.
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